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Abstract 

In this article, come up with a vehicle of network privacy protection scheme based on attribute 
threshold signature, the scheme solves the problem of anonymous identity authentication and 
message source tracing. In this paper , users identity with a series of attributes to describe, the 
verifier can only determine the signer of attribute set and verifier attribute set number exceeds 
a threshold value, to protect the privacy of users. At the same time, this program in the 
tracking stage, do not need RSU help TA to find the source of the message. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of computer application of intelligent vehicles, the vehicular Hoc 
Ad network is paid more and more attention by people. Vehicular network is different from the 
traditional MANET network, the vehicle network is composed of the vehicle communication unit and 
the roadside communication equipment.The arbitrary and fast vehicle direction, resulting in the 
distribution of the vehicle network nodes high universality and nodes of high mobility. 
Communication between vehicles is a huge information resources, the distribution of traffic routes, 
the driver can realize the traffic situation, the bad situation, to take the appropriate measures to 
improve the safety of drivers and passengers. Of course, to improve the traffic, only issued under the 
condition of reliable source. So personal privacy and security communication in the vehicle network 
is the primary consideration. 

Vehicular network is to ensure the conditional anonymity, the attackers use this point to publish some 
false information, the vehicle's safety and road traffic situation is hidden great trouble. If the trusted 
third party for the release of the message authentication, the attacker intercepted the message, to 
analyze the driver's personal information, so that the driver's privacy can’t be protected. In vehicular 
networks, both to protect the driver's personal privacy and the release of the message authentication, 
which is a very difficult problem. 

Due to the self-organization of the vehicle network, it is very difficult to deal with the false 
information. At present, a lot of research schemes have been proposed, and the protocol of user 
identity authentication is proposed in the literature[1,2]. The message can be authenticated, but it 
can’t protect the privacy of users. Literature [3] signature scheme is proposed based on a false name, 
although the pseudonym signature scheme can make the users privacy be protected, but each use 
pseudonyms for a period of time has to be replaced, once again, to a trusted third party requests a set 
of new pseudonym, so as to increase the amount of calculation and low efficiency, many times 
change pseudonyms increase the possibility of the success of the attacker. Literature [4, 5] proposed a 
privacy preserving method based on group signature, the signature of the message is signed in the 
name of the group, which effectively hide the users identity, and the management can track the source 
of the news. Vehicular network is a changeable network, there is a process of continuous change. 
When the number of group members is less than the threshold value, the need of new group, to create 
new private key and the group public key. Compared with previous schemes, the proposed scheme 
increases the computational amount and increases the probability of an attacker's success. A 
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spontaneous protocol based on Literature [6] is proposed, which allows the vehicle to obtain 
information without the help of RSU. In the proposed scheme, regardless of the number of vehicles in 
the ring signature, the rest of the vehicle does not need to update their system parameters. As the 
length of the ring signature depends on the number of members of the ring, the traffic volume is large 
compared to the previous scheme.Literature [7] is proposed proxy resignature in vehicle network 
privacy protection method,the scheme on RSU message authentication, reduces the amount of 
calculation, high communication efficiency also based group signature and ring signature, but too 
much dependent on the RSU. As is known to all, in the real life RSU can easily be attackers. In this 
paper, based on attribute threshold signature in vehicle network privacy protection scheme, the 
identity of the user with a series of attributes to describe, verifier can only determine a signature 
attribute set and verifier attribute set number exceeds a threshold value, limited protect the privacy of 
users. At the same time, this scheme does not require the RSU to help TA find the source of the 
message in the tracking phase. 

2. Background knowledge 

2.1 Bilinear pairing 

Let 1G  and 2G  be a multiplicative cyclic group of prime p , g  is a generating element of 1G . A 

bilinear pairing is a mapping of the following properties: 211: GGGe  . 

(1)Bilinear property: To arbitrary a , pZb , all of the 121, Ggg   to 
abababba ggeggeggegge ),(),(),(),( 21212121  . 

(2) Non degenerate: exist 121, Ggg  , making 
1

1),( 21 Ggge  ,where 
1

1G  is 1G  unit element. 

(3) computability:To all 121, Ggg  , there are effective computing algorithm ),( 21 gge . 

2.2 Related difficulty hypothesis 

(1) Computational Diffie - Hellman, assumptions given q  order cyclic group G , including q  as the 

prime number, g is the generation unit of G , Ggg ba , , nZba ,  is randomly selected, calculation 
abg . If  it cannot be ignored in computing time t to the probability of group G  on the CDH problem, 

says the CDH problem in group G  is difficult. 

(2) Subgroup determination hypothesis , set qp,  is the two prime number, pqn  ,and G  is the 

order of  n multiplicative cyclic group. qp GG ,  part the order of  qp,  on G  subgroup. Random 

selection Gh  or pGh , difficult to determine pGh  whether the establishment.  

2.3 Non interactive evidence of bit encryption can’t be distinguished 

Grow in 2006 put forward a effective statistical zero knowledge proof system, and proved that it is 
correct, complete, and the evidence is indistinguishable. It proved that system is as follows: 

(a) Public parameter. Set qp, are two prime numbers, pqn  , 211: GGGe  , is bilinear mapping, 

where 1G  and 2G  is the two order of n of the multiplicative cycle group. qp GG ,  part the order of  

qp,  on G  subgroup.    Random selection pG of generator g and qG of generator h. Output public 

parameter ),,,,,( 21 hgeGGn . 

 (b) Commitment. For the 1 bit of news }1,0{m , randomly selected nZr ,output commitment 
rmhgc  . 

 (c) Evidence.  input ),,,( rmc ,to the commitment rmhgc  , the output of  its NIWI  evidence 
rrm hg )( 12   . 
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(d) Verification. input ),,(  c  verify that the equation ),()/,( hegcce   is set up. only if qGc or 

qGcg 1 , the c encryption identity bits 0 or 1, so )/,( gcce  is the order of q. 

3. Model of vehicular network 

There are 3 units in the vehicle network, trusted third party top Trusted authority the (TA), distributed 
in all parts of the fixed roadside equipment RSU, and car unit OBU. However, we do not need to use 
the proposed scheme of the roadside base station, in other words, the trusted third party can expose 
the real vehicle to publish false news. 

TA (trusted third party): TA is the highest authority in vehicular networks, TA has enough memory 
and data processing units. However, in other similar schemes, the TA is not completely trusted in this 
scheme. In other words, TA is required to provide sufficient evidence for the source of false 
information. 

OBU (vehicle unit): OBU is registered in the TA, and added to the vehicle network. After registration 
of vehicles access to public and private key pair. OBU driving on the road, regularly publish the 
security situation around, such as location, speed, traffic conditions, traffic incident, improve traffic 
conditions. 

RSU (roadside unit): roadside units are generally deployed on both sides of the road and at the 
crossroads, the roadside unit is mainly responsible for receiving and processing of vehicle and other 
road information, and in the integration of real-time traffic information on the current traffic. While 
the roadside unit also receives the news of the adjacent roadside unit of the broadcast, the integrated 
periodic broadcast. Connection between roadside units, as well as the connection between roadside 
units and trusted third parties are all through the way of wired. The connection between the vehicle 
unit and the roadside unit through the wireless way. 

4. An effective vehicle network privacy protection scheme 

On the basis of improving the property threshold signature scheme and its security research ,attribute 
threshold signature scheme with traceable identity is given. 

System establishment: Defined }1,...,3,2,1{  nN as the default attribute set. Set qp,  is the two 

prime number, pqn  ,  A bilinear pairing: 211: GGGe  . Where 1G 2G  is the two order of  n of 

the multiplicative group, g is generating unit of 1G . Defining a hash function for an resistance 

collision 1
* G{0,1}:H  . Randomly select 121 ,...,,, nttty  in nZ , and make ygg 1 , i

iT tg  where 

Ni , Defining threshold is d, that is, the user has at least d attribute that can be signed.  qG is a 

subgroup of the order G of q , where h  is generating unit of qG , randomly selects 2g from 1G . In 

addition,  random selects 1
' Gu   and the length of un of the vector }{uU i , which 1Ri Gu  .In this 

paper, a user identity u is represented by a binary string of un , which makes u[i] express the i bit. 

Defining 
iUi uuuW  ')(  .  The output of the public parameters ),',),(,,,,,,,( 1212,1 UueHhTTTgggPK n    , 

the main key ),,,,( 121  ntttyMSK  , the tracking key qMTK  . 

Key generation: according to the input of the vehicle unit of the attribute set of A, the public 
parameter PK, the outputs algorithm the private key of the the vehicle unit. First of all, the attribute 
authorization center randomly selects d-1 order polynomial )(xq , among yq )0( , set NAw   

for each Wi  in nZ  random select from ir , the output of the user's private key 

),)((),( //i
21,0,

iiii rtrtq
ii giHgddSK  ）（ . 

Signature: 

OBU according to the private key for the attribute authority sk, signature  of  the message M . 
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1 For each bit )n1,2u[i](i u  of  u, random selects ni Z . Calculation 
ihuc iu

ii
][ , iihu iu

ii
 )( 1][2   ,Among them, ic is the commitment of }1,0{][ iu , i is the evidence 

of ic .Signaturer compute i
n
i

u  1   ,  huWhuuhuucuc iUi
iu

i
n
ii

n
i

uu )()'()'(' ][
11   . 

2  Calculation iii trtiq
i iHg //)(

2,1 )( . 

3 For wi  randomly selected iS  in the nZ  ,Calculation iii SmrSm
ii hgghgd )()( 111,,2  . 

4 Make iSm
i hg )( 1,3  ,the final output of the signature ）（

uu nniii ccc   ,,,,,,, 21,21,3,2,1 . 

Verification: 

When the verifier get signature ）（
uu nniii ccc   ,,,,,,, 21,21,3,2,1 . Select attribute set 

BAR   and dR   , where B  is the verifier attribute set 

Validation is as follows: 

1 Calculation i
n
i cuc u

1'   , and for all uni ,2,1  to verify ),(),( 1
iiii hecuce   is established, if 

established that for all }1,0{][ iu  , ihuc iu
ii

][  was established, the verifier to calculate i
n
i cuc u

1'   

has the correct format. 

2  Verifing whether the ),()
)),((

)),((),(
( 21

)0(,

,2

,3,1 gge
iHe

iHeTe Ri

i

iii
Ri  

 


  is set up, if it is established, 

then the receiver is signed. Otherwise refuse to sign. 

Track: 

When the issue of the news appeared controversial or caused a bad social impact, you need to track 
the real vehicle to send the message, and by law enforcement departments to make the appropriate 
punishment. When the law enforcement departments to reward the important news release, the need 
to find the real source of the release message. TA for all uni ,2,1 compute q

ic）（ , if 0)( gc q
i  , 

then 0][ iu . If q
i

q
i uc )()(  , then 1][ iu , So as to restore the identity of the signer u. 

5. Security Analysis and efficiency analysis 

5.1 Security analysis 

From the following three aspects analysis attribute threshold signature scheme of safety, non contact, 
protecting the privacy of users, user tracing. 

Non contact: the two use of the same signature attribute set or access structure issued by the legal 
signature, the opponent in the case of not know the tracking key, even if the signer know the signature 
private key ,the signer can‘t distinguish between the signature which is signed by the same signer 
signed two. For the multiplicative cyclic group G , if the hypothesis of the sub group is 
established ,the scheme of this paper can’t be connected. Because signature of the user U is 

）（
uu nniii ccc   ,,,,,,, 21,21,3,2,1 , for the iSm

i hg )( 1,3   are  randomized by iS , so every 

iSm
i hg )( 1,3   is random. For each iii trtiq

i iHg //)(
2,1 )( is randomized by ir , so each 

iii trtiq
i iHg //)(

2,1 )(  is also randomly. According to hypothesis of subgroup determination, ic  is the 

promise of }1,0{][ iu , and i  is ic  evidence of non interactive evidence . Therefore, ),( ii c  donot 

reveal any information on the }1,0{][ iu , so the scheme of this paper can ‘t be connected. 

User privacy protection: the user's identity is no longer a simple single information, but a collection of 
several attributes. When attribute set of the verifier and attribute set of the signature the intersection 
reaches a specified threshold value, it is to generate the correct signature. Verifier only know whether 
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the signature meet declaration access structure, do not know the signer of the attribute set is how to 
meet the access policy. 

User tracking:When you need to identify the identity of the real signer, the property authorization 
center can trace to the real signature through the tracking key , while the trusted third parties do not 
need the help of the roadside unit and the help of the vehicle unit. 

5.2 Efficiency analysis  

The number of exponential operations performed by the signature message is linear with the size of 
the user's attribute set. The cost of certification is mainly to carry out the d times linear to computing. 
The growth of the elements in the public key is linear with the number of attributes in the system. The 
length of the user's private key and the signature length are proportional to the size of the user's 
attribute set. In the end, the number of elements in the authentication phase is proportional to the 
threshold value d. 

6. Conclusion 

We propose a privacy preserving scheme based on attribute threshold signature. The scheme satisfies 
the effective identity authentication and conditional privacy protection. Compared with other similar 
schemes, this scheme does not require roadside units to help, and the third party in the tracking stage 
is not completely trusted, and the source of the disclosure must provide sufficient evidence. 
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